Background: During courtship, male Drosophila melanogaster sing a multipart courtship song to female flies. This song is of particular interest because (1) it is species specific and varies widely within the genus, (2) it is a gating stimulus for females, who are sensitive detectors of conspecific song, and (3) it is the only sexual signal that is under both neural and genetic control. This song is perceived via mechanosensory neurons in the antennal Johnston's organ, which innervate the antennal mechanosensory and motor center (AMMC) of the brain. However, AMMC outputs that are responsible for detection and discrimination of conspecific courtship song remain unknown. Results: Using a large-scale anatomical screen of AMMC interneurons, we identify seven projection neurons (aPNs) and five local interneurons (aLNs) that outline a complex architecture for the ascending mechanosensory pathway. Neuronal inactivation and hyperactivation during behavior reveal that only two classes of interneurons are necessary for song responses-the projection neuron aPN1 and GABAergic interneuron aLN(al). These neurons are necessary in both male and female flies. Physiological recordings in aPN1 reveal the integration of courtship song as a function of pulse rate and outline an intracellular transfer function that likely facilitates the response to conspecific song. Conclusions: These results reveal a critical pathway for courtship hearing in male and female flies, in which both aLN(al) and aPN1 mediate the detection of conspecific song. The pathways arising from these neurons likely serve as a critical neural substrate for behavioral reproductive isolation in D. melanogaster.
Introduction
Courtship in Drosophila melanogaster is a sequence of innate behaviors that exchange multisensory cues between the sexes [1] [2] [3] [4] . During courtship, a male fly identifies and orients toward the female using olfactory and visual cues, uses gustatory cues to determine sex and species, and sings a courtship song to elicit female receptivity before attempting copulation ( Figure 1A ). The female relies on chemosensory and auditory cues in choosing to mate with or reject the courting male. Courtship song is a particularly interesting sexual signal because, alone among sexual signals in D. melanogaster, its production and detection are under neuronal control [6, 7] . Although fly courtship has become a major model system for behavioral neurogenetics, we lack a functional understanding of the central circuits underlying the production of and response to these cues.
D. melanogaster song contains two signals: a hum-like sine song and a pulse song consisting of pulses at a w35 ms interpulse interval (IPI; Figure 1A ) [8] . Closely related species differ in major aspects of courtship song, including pulse types, mean IPI and intrapulse frequency (IPF) of pulse song, and the presence and frequency of sine song [2, 9] . Pulse song is the dominant auditory cue during courtship in D. melanogaster, whereas sine song may play a secondary role [6, [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . In female flies, IPI is a critical determinant of receptivity and reinforces reproductive isolation between sympatric species [10, 12, 15] . Males are also sensitive to pulse song and respond to conspecific IPIs with increased locomotion and investigation of nearby flies [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Nevertheless, the neuronal pathways necessary for detecting courtship song, discriminating conspecific song, and regulating sexually dimorphic responses to song are essentially unknown.
Song perception is mediated by the Johnston's organ (JO) in the second antennal segment, in parallel with other mechanosensory cues [22] . For acoustic stimuli, near-field particle velocity signals (movement of bulk air rather than a pressure wave) impinge on the brush-like arista. This movement applies torque to the third antennal segment, which rotates around the funicular joint; chordotonal JO neurons (JONs) are attached at their distal end to the funicular hook and are dynamically stretched and relaxed by this motion. Gravitational, inertial, and wind stimuli move the third antennal segment directly, causing static deflections that stimulate distinct JON populations [20, 23] . As in mammalian hair cells, active processes mediate the frequency sensitivity of the auditory organ, and the spectral response properties of both JONs and some interneurons vary as a function of stimulus intensity or species [9, 22, 24] .
The w500 JONs within an antenna vary in their response to auditory and vestibular inputs as a function of their physiology and placement within the JO [9, 25] . Recent assays have sought to classify the response profiles of JON subpopulations [20, 23] and have suggested a model of mechanosensory architecture in which biomechanically and physiologically similar JONs converge onto modality-specific pseudoglomeruli in the antennal mechanosensory and motor center (AMMC); these regions are denoted as AMMC zones A-E (lateral to medial; Figure 1B ) [25] . Although many biomechanical processes modulate antennal sensitivity, they do not explain the behavioral sensitivity to conspecific IPI in D. melanogaster [9, 22] . In particular, because the 35 ms pulse interval is much longer than the expected timescales of antennal resonance and JON integration, decoding of conspecific song is likely to rely on central neuronal mechanisms.
The many sex-and species-specific aspects of courtship hearing suggest a role for the sex-determination hierarchy, and in particular the terminal genes fruitless (fru M ) and doublesex (dsx) that specify many aspects of courtship behavior [3] . Expression of fru M has been identified in JONs and some candidate central auditory neurons, but the nature of the sexual dimorphism in the auditory pathway is unclear [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] .
Several identified AMMC interneurons may play a role in auditory or vestibular processing, including a subset that express fru M [20, 24, 28, 29, 31, 32] . Identification of these neurons has led to several hypothetical circuit architectures, including the suggestion that auditory cues are processed in the brain while vestibular cues are routed directly to the ventral nerve cord (VNC) [20] and the hypothesis that pathways for courtship hearing may be mediated by fru M -expressing interneurons [28] [29] [30] . Physiological recordings have provided some insight into the pathways for courtship hearing, with the surprising result that at least six distinct cell types respond to either pulse song or sine song, including AMMC-B1, AMMC-A2, IVLP-IVLP PN, AMMC-A1, AMMC-B2, and the giant fiber (see Table  S2 available online for correspondence to the driver lines used in this work) [29, 32] . In particular, because pulse song responses have been observed in essentially every cell type tested, it seems unlikely that physiological recordings alone will suffice to identify the true basis of courtship hearing. Moreover, no assays have been performed that demonstrate the necessity of any cell type for courtship hearing in either sex. (D) Arborization of aPNs and aLNs in AMMC and projection areas in female flies, visualized by whole-brain registration. Left: aPN1 projects from AMMC zone B to the lateral WED, while aPN2 and aPN3 project from AMMC zone C/E to medial WED. Center: aPN1 arborization in AMMC zone B is distinct from aPN(GF) and aLN(GCI) arborization in AMMC zone A. Right: arborization of aPN1 in AMMC zone B overlaps with aLN(al), but not aLN(am). The CRM lines used were as follows: aPN1: R63A03; aPN2: R24C06; aPN3: R70G01; aLN(GCI): R11A07; aLN(GF): R79D08; aLN(al): R25B01; aLN(am): R19E09. (E) Clonal analysis of aPN1 generated using R45D07 and dBrainbow shows overlap of ipsilateral and contralateral projections in WED (aGFP, green; mKO2, magenta; NC82, blue; 10 mM section). Drosophila illustration from [5] . See also Figure S1 .
For a more complete understanding of the neural circuit underlying courtship hearing, an integrated approach is required.
Here, we aimed to provide this integrated approach by identifying and interrogating the circuitry underlying courtship song responses in D. melanogaster males and females. We conducted a visual screen of w6,000 GAL4 lines with expression in the CNS and identified seven major classes of candidate auditory projection neurons (aPNs) and five classes of auditory local neurons (aLNs), which span the anatomical extent of the AMMC and provide for divergent afferent pathways for mechanosensation to a variety of downstream regions ( Figures 1C and S1 ). In particular, these projections are highlighted by ascending projections to the wedge (WED) from AMMC neuropiles associated with both acoustic and vestibular cues, defining a major new multisensory pathway.
Identification of these cell types, including eight types not previously reported or known only from clonal analysis, allows the direct manipulation of a large fraction of the AMMC circuitry for the first time (Tables S1 and S2 ). Using complementary assays in male and female flies, we tested each interneuron class for its role in courtship hearing. Surprisingly, we observed that only one class of projection neurons (aPN1) and one class of local interneurons (aLN(al)) are necessary for behavioral responses to song in either sex. Strikingly, at least a subset of neurons in both cell types express fru M and may serve as a ''labeled line'' carrying courtship song information from the AMMC to WED.
Direct GCaMP recordings in aPN1 reveal integration of pulse song across a broad range of IPIs, with a robust response to conspecific and heterospecific song. Moreover, a comparison of dendritic and axonal responses reveals an intracellular band-pass filter that may assist in both detection and discrimination of conspecific song.
Results

Identification of Candidate Afferent Auditory Neurons
Using the JFRC FlyLight collection, we screened w6,000 cisregulatory module (CRM)-GAL4 lines for expression in the AMMC [33] . We identified 288 lines with selective AMMC expression and categorized these into five classes of aLNs and seven classes of aPNs (Figures 1C and S1 ; see also Tables S1 and S2 and Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Each class was identifiable in an average of 14 CRM lines, suggesting deep coverage. We selected a subset of driver lines for further study that provided robust expression while limiting off-target expression (Table S3) .
Several of the aPN/aLN cell types described here are related to neurons previously identified by GAL4 lines, clonal analysis, or fru M expression. Of particular note, the aPN1 nomenclature used here integrates overlapping cell types previously described as AMMC-B1, AMMC-IVLP PN1, AMMC-2-AMMC-8, AMMC-10, and AMMC-11, as well as the fru M -expressing subset aDT-e [20, 28, 29, 31] . Similarly, the aLN(al) cell type corresponds to AMMC LN and the fru M -expressing neuron pSG-a [28, 29] . See Table S2 for a unified nomenclature of these cell types.
We assayed the morphology and directionality of aPN and aLN cell types as well as the expression of the inhibitory neurotransmitter gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and the sex-determination gene fru M . Projection neurons vary in arborization targets outside the AMMC and show two major pathways of parallel multilineage projections: aPN1, aPN2, and aPN3 project in parallel from AMMC to WED, while aPN(GF) and aPN(desc) descend to premotor regions of the VNC.
We used whole-brain registration of CRM lines to clarify the relative arborization of each neuronal class within the AMMC and projection regions ( Figure 1D ) [34] . These results reveal a tiling of the AMMC by aPN and aLN arbors with discrete zones of arborization in AMMC regions associated with startle (zone A: aPN(GF), aPN4, aPN5, aLN(GCI), aLN(m), and aLN(PCI)), acoustic (zone B: aPN1, aPN(desc), aLN(al), aLN(m), and aLN(PCI)), and vestibular responses (zone C/E: aPN2, aPN3, and aLN(am)) [20, 23, 29] . Notably, we did not observe a bifurcation of putative auditory and vestibular pathways [20] but instead identified a multilineage pathway carrying information from AMMC in which bilateral inputs from aPN1 and ipsilateral inputs from aPN2 and aPN3 converge in the lateral and medial WED ( Figures 1D, 1E , and S1G). This suggests that WED serves as a major site for multimodal mechanosensation.
Histological examination of the aPN and aLN populations reveals a population of excitatory ascending aPNs modulated by GABAergic aLNs. When expressing SYT::HA and DSCAM::GFP as presynaptic and postsynaptic markers, aPN1 and aPN2 showed clear AMMC-WED polarity, while aPN3 showed SYT:HA staining in both AMMC and WED and may participate in bidirectional signaling ( Figure S1C ) [28] . aPN4, aPN5, and aPN(desc) showed patterns consistent with ascending projections from AMMC to other regions (data not shown). Antibody staining revealed GABA expression in aLN cell types, but not in aPNs ( Figure S1D and Table S1 ). These results reveal an architecture in which aPNs innervating the AMMC in tiled areas are largely ascending and excitatory and modulated by largely inhibitory aLN signals.
Several putative auditory interneurons may express fru M [28] [29] [30] . Using the fru P1.LexA reagent, we confirmed the expression of fru M in the aPN1, but not aPN2 or aPN3, neurons (Figures S2E and S2F). Comparison of our own clonal analysis of aPN and aLN populations allowed a direct comparison to neurons identified using fru M reporters: overall, we note fru M expression in at least five cell types, with varying arborization in AMMC and target areas (Table S2 ) [28, 30] . We did not observe gross sexual dimorphism in these cell types, but we cannot rule out dimorphism in the subset of fru M -expressing neurons in each lineage (data not shown).
The set of aPN and aLN cell types identified here reveals the considerable complexity of the AMMC circuit. Within each pseudoglomerular region of the AMMC, distinct classes of inhibitory aLNs and excitatory aPNs may allow for segregated processing of distinct mechanosensory cues. Many of these cell types are candidates for a role in courtship hearing based on anatomy, expression of fru M , and responsiveness to pulse song [28] [29] [30] 32] . To identify which of these cell types are necessary for courtship behavior, we turned to behavioral manipulations in male and female flies.
Behavioral Assays for Courtship Hearing
Female receptivity (FR) in D. melanogaster, measured as the latency to copulation, is reliably disrupted by manipulations of courtship hearing (Figure 2A ) [4] . In our hands, silencing male flies by removing their wings or deafening female flies by removing their aristae significantly increased the time to mating (Cox proportional hazards test: p < 0.002 and p < 0.006; Figure 2B ). Similarly, shibire TS -mediated silencing of all JONs or all fru M -expressing antennal neurons decreased receptivity (Cox proportional hazards ANOVA, genotype 3 temperature interaction: R61D08, p < 0.02; fru GAL4 , p < 0.02; Figures 2C and 2D ). However, because this assay depends strongly on sensory cues and internal states that are difficult to control, it must be supplemented with a complementary assay in male flies.
In male flies, courtship song stimuli increase locomotion and the investigation of other flies [19, 21] . Based on this work, we developed a robust assay for male song-induced locomotion (SIL) in response to synthetic pulse song that directly quantifies the locomotor response of pairs of male flies (Figures 2E-2H; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). We validated the SIL response as a quantitative measure of male courtship hearing by three criteria. First, the SIL response is sex specific: male flies increase in average speed in response to synthetic pulse song (w1.5 mm/s), whereas females do not (t test versus no response, males: p < 0.01; females: p > 0.5; Figure 2F ). Second, male SIL requires high-quality and species-appropriate song stimuli, and females show diminished responses to song with short IPIs (t test versus 35 ms IPI control: 25 ms IPI, p < 0.01; 45ms IPI, p < 0.5) as well as a reduced response to ''scrambled'' song with high variability (t test versus wild-type song: p < 0.01; Figure 2G ). This asymmetrical ''low-pass'' response to pulse song has been observed previously [19] . Third, the SIL response requires antennal hearing: neuronal silencing of all JONs by shibire TS or all fru M neurons in the eye-antennal disc significantly reduced the male SIL response (two-way ANOVA, genotype 3 temperature interaction: JO-GAL4, p < 0.01; fru GAL4 , p < 0.03; Figure 2H ).
Together, these results suggest that SIL is a sensitive assay for courtship hearing and that this response is sex specific, requires antennal hearing, and is sensitive to high-quality conspecific song. Alongside FR, this assay provides the basis for a careful examination of the role of aPNs and aLNs in courtship hearing in both sexes.
Neuronal Silencing in Candidate Auditory Interneurons
We next sought to identify which aPN populations were necessary for courtship hearing in either male or female flies by testing all seven aPN cell types in both the FR and SIL assays under shibire TS -mediated silencing. Remarkably, only silencing of aPN1 reliably generated courtship-hearing deficits in either sex in these assays ( Figures 3A-3E ). Using four distinct drivers for aPN1, we observed consistent disruption of FR (R45D07, p < 0.03; R59C10, p < 0.005; R63A03, p < 0.01; R22B11, p < 0.03; Figures 3B-3E, left panels) . In male flies, three of the four drivers also showed significant disruption of SIL (R45D07, p < 0.001; R59C10, p < 0.03; R63A03, p < 0.03, R22B11, p < 0.3; Figures 3B-3E , right panels). Neuronal silencing of other aPN classes, in both male and female flies, revealed no consistent effects on courtship hearing (Figures 4A-4H ). We did note one possible phenotype using a driver for aPN3 in which neuronal silencing disrupted FR (R70G01, p < 0.03; Figure 4B , left). However, this observation was not replicated for male SIL (R70G01, p < 0.22 for SIL; Figure 4B , right) or for FR using an independent driver (R30A07, p < 0.22 for FR, p < 0.8 for SIL; Figure 4C ) and is thus likely to arise from off-target expression in R70G01. Thus, among AMMC projection neurons, only aPN1 appears to be necessary for courtship hearing in either male or female flies (see also  Table S4 ).
Neuronal silencing in aLNs revealed similar selectivity: silencing of one aLN cell type-aLN(al)-disrupted courtship hearing in both sexes (R25B01, p < 0.001 for FR, p < 0.02 for SIL; R55C02, p < 0.001 for FR, p < 0.02 for SIL; Figures 3F  and 3G ). Neuronal silencing had no effect on FR or male SIL in any other class of aLNs (p > 0.05 for all driver lines in both FR and SIL; Figures 4I-4L) .
These results largely align with two previous organizing principles for courtship hearing. In the AMMC, aPN1 and aLN(al) arborize within zone B, a region previously implicated in mediating the response to courtship song [20] . In addition, at least a subset of neurons in each population known to be necessary for courtship hearing (i.e., JONs, aPN1, and aLN(al)) express TS was targeted to aPN1 and aLN(al) using several independent CRM-GAL4 driver lines, and each line was tested for disruption of FR (left panels) and male SIL (right panels). (A) Arborization of driver lines for aPN1 (R45D07, center) and aLN(al) (R55C02, right) in AMMC and WED. (B-E) Neuronal silencing of aPN1 using shibire TS -driven by several independent GAL4 drivers significantly disrupted both FR and male SIL (R45D07, B; R59C10, C; R63A03, D; and R22B11, E). All four drivers tested showed significant disruption of FR when driving shibire TS -mediated silencing, while all except R22B11 also disrupted male SIL (E). (F and G) Neuronal silencing of aLN(al) using two distinct drivers disrupts both FR and male SIL (R25B01, F; R55C02, G). Statistics were performed as for Figure 2 ; see Table S4 for full behavioral results. Error bars show mean 6 SEM; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. the sexually dimorphic transcription factor fru M (see Tables S1  and S2 ). We note that other candidate auditory interneuron classes showing fru M expression (aPN5, aPN(desc), and aLN(m)) appear to be dispensable for courtship hearing, at least in these assays.
Hyperactivation of Candidate Auditory Interneurons
We next examined the effects of dTrpA1-mediated hyperactivation on courtship hearing. In doing so, we sought to examine two issues. First, we sought to confirm that the specificity of the silencing result, which identifies aPN1 and aLN(al) alone as necessary for courtship hearing, was not an artifact of the shibire TS manipulation or of neuronal architecture. For example, silencing a neuron involved in gating inhibition would (A-H) Neuronal silencing in candidate aPNs (other than aPN1) had no reliable effect on FR (left panels) or male SIL (right panels). For most putative cell types and driver lines tested, neuronal silencing had no effect on FR or male SIL (aPN2: R24C06, A; aPN3: R70G01, R30A07, B and C; aPN4: R87G01, D; aPN5: R12B10, R37F03, E and F; aPN(desc): R17A10, G; aPN(GF): R79D08, H). Neuronal silencing in aPN3 using one driver generated a significant reduction of FR, but not male SIL (R70G01, B); this effect was not replicated using another aPN3 driver (R30A07, E). (I-L) Neuronal silencing in other candidate aLNs had no effect on courtship hearing in FR or male SIL (aLN(GCI): R11A07, I; aLN(PCI): R51D11, J; aLN(am): R19E09, K; aLN(m): R52F05, L). For SIL and FR, genotype 3 temperature interactions were identified by ANOVA as for Figure 2 . See Table S4 for full behavioral results. Error bars show mean 6 SEM; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. not disrupt a circuit response, but hyperactivation of the same neuron may do so. Second, we sought insight into potential encoding schemes for courtship song in aPN1 and aLN(al). We note that in many cases, including pheromonal gustation [35] , olfaction [36] , courtship [37] , and aggression [38] , tonic hyperactivation and silencing have opposite effects. From these results, we reasoned that neuronal hyperactivation in aPNs may provide a fictive song stimulus even in the absence of natural song, which would imply that the presence or quality of courtship song is represented as a rate code. In contrast, should hyperactivation disrupt courtship hearing, this would suggest a more temporally complex representation of courtship song that is sensitive to disruption.
To confirm the specificity of shibire TS silencing, we tested the effect of dTrpA1 hyperactivation on FR. For both aPN1 and aLN(al), hyperactivation dramatically reduced FR to wild-type males (aPN1: R45D07, p < 0.001; R59C10, p < 0.001; aLN(al): R25B01, p < 0.01; Figures 5A , 5B, and 5I). There was no effect on FR when hyperactivation was targeted to other aPN/aLN cell types (p > 0.05 for all cell types; Figures 5C-5H and 5J-5M).
To test whether hyperactivation could serve as a fictive song stimulus, we tested whether hyperactivation of aPNs increased FR toward wingless (and thus muted) males. Consistent with the selectivity of the aPN1 response and the reduction in receptivity toward intact males seen in aPN1-dTrpA1 flies, hyperactivation of aPN1, aPN2, or aPN3 failed to restore receptivity in females (aPN1: R59C10, p < 0.3; aPN2: R24C06, p < 0.3; aPN3: R70G01, p < 0.7; Figures 6A-6C) .
These results reinforce the observation that the aPN1/ aLN(al) pathway is critical to courtship hearing in female flies and suggest that a temporally complex representation of courtship song in aPN1 is carried to downstream areas for further processing. To understand these representations in more detail, we directly visualized the aPN1 response to courtship song using GCaMP imaging.
The Response of aPN1 to Pulse Song
We tested the response of aPN1 to pulse song using GCaMP3, expressed via the R45D07 driver and imaged through a ventral window to allow simultaneous visualization of dendritic (AMMC) and axonal (WED) fields ( Figures 7A and 7B) [39] . In the AMMC, we observed a strong GCaMP response to synthetic pulse song; by varying stimulus intensity and duration over a wide range, we identified a stimulus within the linear response range for further analysis (90 dB sound particle velocity level [SPVL], 40 pulses per train; DF/F defined as F post 2 F pre /F pre ; Figures 7C and 7D) .
Using this stimulus, we examined how the aPN1 GCaMP response varied as a function of IPI. We first tested the response of aPN1 to varying IPIs in the AMMC and observed that peak DF/F varied linearly across a wide range of pulse rates (i.e., as 1/IPI) but was significantly attenuated at the Figure 7E ). Because the stimuli used are well within the linear response range for the AMMC response, this attenuation is likely to reflect the response properties of aPN1 or innervating JONs rather than saturation of antennal biomechanics or the GCaMP signal ( Figures 7C and 7D) . In comparison to the AMMC response, the GCaMP signal in WED appeared somewhat less linear but still showed a similar integration between 25 and 65 ms IPI (linear fit: R 2 = 0.45; p < 0.001) as well as a significant attenuation at 20 ms IPI (t test versus linear expectation: p < 10 26 ; Figure 7F ). The aPN1 response to pulse song effectively integrates pulse rate, with a diminished response to 20 ms IPI that likely indicates significant filtering somewhere between JON activation and its input to aPN1. Notably, although a variety of AMMC interneurons have been reported to respond to pulse song and/or sine song, this result identifies the first evidence for IPI-sensitive responses to pulse song in any interneuron.
To compare AMMC and WED responses more directly, we exploited our strategy of simultaneous recordings in AMMC and WED to allow a direct comparison of the aPN1 response in these dendritic and axonal compartments. We first plotted the AMMC and WED signals observed in each fly across a range of IPIs, normalized by the average responses at 65 ms IPI ( Figure 7G ). This analysis revealed a nonlinear relationship between dendritic and axonal GCaMP signals, with a surprising suppression of the axonal GCaMP signal at short IPIs. This relationship was well described by the Hill equation, a damping function that has been identified as a common feature of many early sensory systems [40, 41] . ) (F test versus linear total least squares fit: R 2 = 0.85, p = 0.001). This interpretation represents a saturation step within a larger-gain control or contrast response function. We next calculated the AMMC-WED transfer function, which reveals the range of IPI responses that are amplified or suppressed at some point between aPN1 input in AMMC and output in WED. This intracellular transfer function revealed significant selectivity toward conspecific song: the WED response to pulse song with a 35 ms IPI was significantly greater than the response to song with both shorter and longer IPIs (one-way ANOVA: p < 0.03; Tukey's LSD comparison to 35 ms IPI: 25 ms IPI, p < 0.03; p < 0.03 for all IPIs between 45 and 65 ms; Figure 7H ). This response is unlikely to be an artifact of biased sampling of finite-duration stimuli across the GCaMP integration window ( Figure S2) . Critically, this analysis suggests that, in addition to integrating pulse rate at the site of AMMC inputs, aPN1 may serve as a band-pass filter for IPI favoring the transmission of conspecific song.
These experiments suggest a complex role for aPN1 in courtship song processing. At a gross level, aPN1 appears to integrate pulse song in direct proportion to pulse rate. However, this response is modified by a two-stage filtering process. First, the response to pulse song with IPIs below w25 ms is attenuated at or before the aPN1 dendritic field. Second, the transfer function between dendritic and axonal compartments supplies a weak band-pass filter favoring conspecific song near 35 ms IPI. Thus, although aPN1 neurons respond to pulse song over a broad IPI range, both aPN1 inputs and the intracellular aPN1 transfer function may serve as preprocessing filters for downstream identification of conspecific song.
Discussion
The Structure and Diversity of the AMMC Circuit We identify twelve types of candidate mechanosensory neurons arborizing within the AMMC, including seven aPNs and five aLNs. Putative aPNs target widely disparate areas of the CNS but show striking parallel projections to WED arising from AMMC zones associated with acoustic (zone B: aPN1) and vestibular (zone C/E: aPN2 and aPN3) stimuli. Surprisingly, these parallel projections do not appear to support a common modality; aPN1 alone is necessary for courtship hearing, whereas aPN2 and aPN3 are dispensable (at least in these assays) and are hypothesized to underlie vestibular responses. Contrary to previous hypotheses of rapidly descending mechanosensory circuits, this revised architecture outlines the possibility of processing within the brain for each mechanosensory modality [20] .
For the aPN1 cell type, we note that the drivers identified here do not resolve the possibility of anatomical or functional diversity within this sublineage. Indeed, aPN1 likely includes several subtypes that may be distinguished by functional [29] , genetic [28] , or anatomical criteria [31] . A detailed characterization of this diversity will be required to identify the limiting set that is necessary for courtship hearing in males or females.
Interestingly, expression of fru M is observed in both aPN1 and aLN(al) cell types but also in other cell types not implicated in courtship hearing-aPN5, aPN(desc), and aLN(m). Their common arborization in AMMC zone A implicates these neurons in a startle response; we hypothesize that these neurons may respond to social stimuli with negative valence, such as aggression or female rejection signals [20, 28, 30] , or to substrate-born vibration [42] . Further investigation will be required to understand the role of fru M -expressing interneurons, in particular in the aPN1 and aLN(al) cell types, in processing mechanosensory social cues.
Encoding Song in the Afferent Auditory Pathway
What is the role of the early insect auditory system in processing courtship song? In a variety of species, a combination of biomechanical and physiological filters in the auditory organ, as well as central neuronal processing, may interact to discriminate both the frequency content and the temporal structure of courtship song [9] .
In many cases, peripheral mechanisms can decode auditory cues without significant central processing. For example, chordotonal neuron physiology in Orthoptera allows for frequency discrimination of conspecific versus predatory sounds, whereas biomechanical innovations allow for phasebased localization in Ormia [43] . These mechanisms appear to derive behavioral sensitivity from the simple firing rate of the chordotonal neurons. Discrimination of temporal stimuli, such as pulse song IPI, may require more complex central processing.
One surprisingly similar model is the female cricket Gryllus bimaculatus, which shows phonotaxis to male calling song, carrying a species-specific interchirp interval (ICI) of w35 ms [44] . The omega interneuron responds to calling song using a simple rate code for ICI-with a burst of spikes for each chirp. Although the omega interneuron largely integrates calling song as a function of chirp rate, the peak firing rate is attenuated at short ICIs. Stimuli that elicit high peak firing match the selective range of female phonotaxis, suggesting that the omega response serves as a band-pass filter facilitating discrimination of conspecific song.
Recordings in aPN1 suggest an analogous model. The dendritic GCaMP response shows a linear integration of pulse rate across a broad range but is suppressed at very low IPIs. Normalizing for this dendritic input, we observe that the axonal GCaMP signal favors the response to conspecific IPIs, suggesting that aPN1 activation serves as a supportive (R70G01, C) by dTrpA1 did not significantly increase receptivity toward dewinged males, although these males still showed high levels of courtship. Statistics were performed as for Figure 2 ; see Table S4 for full behavioral results.
band-pass filter for conspecific courtship song in a similar manner to the omega interneuron.
As a caveat, we note that the AMMC-WED modulation observed here appears relatively weak (10%-20%) and is the product of bulk recordings. Its underlying mechanism is unknown and may be explained by either intracellular mechanisms (such as presynaptic facilitation in WED) or circuit-level processes (such as presynaptic inhibition). Adding to this uncertainty, aPN1 has been reported to be nonspiking, which limits the effectiveness of intracellular recordings without paired recordings from (unknown) downstream targets [32] . Thus, although much progress has been made, localizing the precise mechanism of IPI discrimination remains an ongoing project.
Conclusions
Overall, these results demonstrate the considerable complexity of the antennomechanosensory circuits responsible for integrating a variety of multimodal mechanosensory stimuli. Among a variety of AMMC output pathways, the projection neuron aPN1, along with the aLN(al) interneuron, is critically necessary for the courtship response in both male and female flies. Moreover, the aPN1 response reflects a two-step filter that facilitates the detection and discrimination of courtship song. Our ongoing work will Compared to the AMMC response, the peak DF/F in WED is significantly enhanced at 35 ms IPI over both longer and shorter IPIs (Wilcoxon rank-sum test). See also Figure S2 . Error bars show mean 6 SEM; *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001. seek to identify the downstream pathway for courtship song processing and multimodal integration and the precise role of fru M in the development and function of the auditory circuitry underlying species isolation in D. melanogaster.
Experimental Procedures
Identification of aPN and aLN Classes Using data from the JFRC FlyLight project, we screened w6,000 CRM-GAL4 lines for expression in the AMMC and categorized 288 AMMC lines into five aPN and seven aLN classes. Each class was identifiable in an average of 14 CRM lines, and a subset of lines with robust and specific on-target expression was selected for behavioral manipulation. Details of each cell type and CRM line are described in Figure S1 and Tables S1-S3.
Behavioral Manipulations
FR was observed over 20 min, with 15 min acclimatization before testing; minimum n = 48 pairs. SIL is the difference in expected and observed speed after presentation of synthetic song at 90 db SPVL and was performed with a minimum n = 50 pairs. For shibire TS and dTrpA1 experiments, a significant interaction between genotype (test versus control) and temperature (permissive and restrictive) was assessed by the interaction term of a two-way Cox proportional hazards ANOVA or two-way ANOVA, respectively, for FR and SIL assays. Detailed statistical results are presented in Table S4.
Calcium Imaging
GCaMP3 was imaged at 488 nm at 13 Hz via a ventral window in six female flies. Song was presented at 90 dB SPVL from a loudspeaker 20 cm distant; the antenna and arista were free to move bilaterally. IPIs were presented repeatedly in a pseudorandom order. Detailed protocols are provided in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures.
Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures, two figures, and four tables and can be found with this article online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2014.03.048.
